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Assessed TEKS:
Grade 8 Social Studies
8.4.D: explain the issues surrounding important events of the American 
Revolution, including the Battle of Saratoga
8.29.B: analyze information by identifying cause-and-effect relationships
8.30.B: use effective written communication skills

Uses and Benefits

• Students write their own original response 
to a question without the aid of provided 
response options.

• Can more accurately measure understanding 
of content, critical thinking skills, and 
communication skills.

• Students can draw on a variety of content 
and personal knowledge to demonstrate 
understanding.

• Can be used across disciplines with or 
without one or more stimuli.

Short Constructed 
Response

A student is asked a question that can be answered with a brief or 
extended response, which could consist of one or more sentences. In 
mathematics, the student may be asked to respond with an equation or 
mathematical expression.
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Assessed TEKS:
Grade 5 Science
4.8.C, collect and analyze data to identify 
sequences and predict patterns of change in 
shadows, seasons, and the observable appearance 
of the Moon over time

The shadow should be around 3 meters long. It is longest early in 
the morning and late in the afternoon because that is when the 
sun appears lowest in the sky. The sideways light makes a longer 
shadow.

Uses and Benefits

• For this item type, a student must give a 
brief explanation in their own words to 
demonstrate their understanding.

• To answer this question, the student must 
analyze data, predict an outcome, and 
explain their understanding.

• There is a character limit (250) for this item 
type.

Short Constructed 
Response

A student is asked a question that can be answered with a brief or 
extended response, which could consist of one or more sentences. In 
mathematics, the student may be asked to respond with an equation or 
mathematical expression.
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Constructed Response 
(Equation)
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Assessed TEKS:
Grade 6 Math

6.9.A, write one-variable, one-step equations and 
inequalities to represent constraints or conditions within 
problems

c - 29 = 234

Uses and Benefits

• This item type requires the student to write the 
equation without the use of prompts. Prompts can 
be used with this item type. (c              =       )

• This item prompts more student engagement than 
a multiple-choice item and requires a higher level 
of thinking.

A student is asked to respond with an equation or mathematical 
expression.
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Drag and Drop
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Assessed TEKS:
Biology: B.8.C, compare characteristics of taxonomic groups, including archaea, 
bacteria, protists, fungi, plants, and animals 

Uses and Benefits

• For this item type, students must
match one set of elements to
another by dragging and dropping.

• Allows a greater range of responses.
There are 24 possible combinations
of answers with only one of them
correct.

Students must select and drag text or an object to a different 
location. This type of interaction can replace several multiple-
choice items
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Drag and Drop
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Assessed TEKS:
Grade 4 Math
4.4.C, represent the product of 2 two-digit numbers using arrays, area 
models, or equations, including perfect squares through 15 by 15
4.4.D, use strategies and algorithms, including the standard algorithm, to 
multiply up to a four-digit number by a one-digit number and to multiply a 
two-digit number by a two-digit number. Strategies may include mental 
math, partial products, and the commutative, associative, and distributive 
properties

12 14 168

Uses and Benefits

• For this type of item, the student would select the correct number and drag 
it to the correct blank to construct and equation for the model. 

• This item addresses the modeling in 4.4.C and multiplying a two-digit 
number by a two-digit number in 4.4.D. Students can choose to solve the 
problem using the model or by using other strategies, or the standard 
algorithm.

Students must select and drag text or an object to a different 
location. This type of interaction can replace several multiple-
choice items
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Hot Spot
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Uses and Benefits
• Hot-spot items ask students to select one or more specific areas 

of a graphic as their response.

• Can be used with a wide variety of stimuli and information to 
engage students in higher level thinking.

• Can ask students to locate and cite evidence that supports a 
question response.

• Can be used across disciplines with photos, charts, graphs, 
diagrams, maps, political cartoons, etc.

Assessed TEKS:
US History: 8.A: describe U.S. responses to Soviet aggression after 
World War II, including the Marshall Plan
US History: 28.B: analyze information by drawing inferences and 
conclusions
US History: 30.B: pose and answer questions about geographic 
distributions and patterns shown on maps

A graphical interaction with a set of choices defined as areas of a graphic image. The 
student’s task is to select one or more of the areas (hot spots) when presented with a 
prompt or question
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In-line Choice
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Assessed TEKS:
Grade 8 Social Studies
8.15.D: analyze how the U.S. Constitution reflects the principles of limited 
government, checks and balances, and separation of powers,
8.18.A: identify the origin of judicial review
8.18.B: summarize the issues, decisions, and significance of landmark 
Supreme Court cases, including Marbury v. Madison
8.29.B: analyze information by drawing conclusions
8.30.A: use social studies terminology correctly

Uses and Benefits

• These items ask students to select the 
correct answer from a drop-down menu for 
each blank.

• Can measure student analysis skills and 
understanding of key terms ,concepts and 
conceptual relationships in context.

• Can be used across disciplines with primary 
and secondary sources; reading passages; 
captions or headings for charts, graphs, 
diagrams, maps, political cartoons, etc.

judicial review

checks and balances

A student is presented text with missing content and must choose from a 
drop-down list of options. This interaction can require students to evaluate 
and compare multiple options to determine the best answer, revealing better 
understanding of content
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Text Entry
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Assessed TEKS:
Grade 8 Science
8.5.A, describe the structure of atoms, including the 
masses, electrical charges, and locations, of protons and 
neutrons in the nucleus and electrons in the electron 
cloud 

13

13
14

27

Uses and Benefits

• For this item type, the student enters a brief 
string of text (a number, a word, a phrase).

• Numeric text entry can assess more aspects of an 
SE as in this example.

• Similar to current griddables, but can also be used 
for text.  

The student responds by entering text, which may be a numeric 
quantity, a word, or a phrase.
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Highlight Text
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Uses and Benefits

• These items ask students to demonstrate understanding by citing 
evidence, either by selecting or by highlighting text in a sentence, 
paragraph, or extended reading.

• Can measure in-context analysis skills and understanding of key 
terms, concepts, and conceptual relationships.

• Can be used across disciplines with primary sources, secondary 
sources, reading passages, etc.

Assessed TEKS:
Grade 8 Social Studies
8.5.F: explain the impact of the election of Andrew Jackson
8.5.G: analyze the reasons for the removal and resettlement of 
Cherokee Indians during the Jacksonian Era
8.29.A: use valid primary and secondary sources to acquire 
information about the United States
8.29.B: analyze information by identifying cause-and-effect 
relationships

A student must physically select text from a given passage. 
Students also have the ability to select multiple words or phrases 
if needed. A student selects from one or more choices
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Slider (Bar Graph) 
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Assessed TEKS:
Grade 5 Math
5.9.A: represent categorical data with bar graphs or frequency 
tables and numerical data, including data sets of measurements in 
fractions or decimals, with dot plots or stem-and-leaf plots
5.3.E: solve for products of decimals to the hundredths, including 
situations involving money, using strategies based on place-value 
understandings, properties of operations, and the relationship to 
the multiplication of whole numbers

10.00

10.50

9.00

Students create a bar graph by moving a slider that changes the 
length of each bar

Uses and Benefits

• This item type requires the student to drag the slider to 
the correct number for each category in the bar graph. It 
could also be used to indicate shading on number lines.

• This item type prompts more student engagement than a 
multiple-choice item and requires a higher level of 
thinking.
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Graphing/Hot Spot
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Assessed TEKS:
Algebra I: 
A.3.D, graph the solution set of linear inequalities in two 
variables on the coordinate plane

Allows a test taker to respond to a question or prompt 
by plotting a function on a coordinate grid using a 
dynamic tool.

Uses and Benefits

• This item uses the hot spot in two different ways: 
plotting points on a graph and selecting a region on the 
graph that represents the solution set.

• This item type requires the student to determine at 
least two points on the line, determine the type of line, 
and select the region of the solution set.

• This item prompts more student engagement than a 
multiple-choice item and requires a higher level of 
thinking.
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Sample Writing Items & Grading Instructions
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Read the selection and choose the best answer to each question. Then fill in the answer on your 
answer document. 
Amy wrote this paragraph after learning about weather. Read the paragraph and look for corrections Amy 
needs to make. Then answer the questions that follow. 

(1) Changes in weather affect what we do each day. (2) For this reason, we should make our own outdoor 
center to measured the weather. (3) A few simple tools would help students understand more about 
weather. (4) A better place to start would be with a thermometer and a rain gauge. (5) Each day we could 
use the thermometer and rain gauge to record the temperature and how much it has rained. (6) These 
tools would allow us to predict how the weather might change over time. (7) These activities would help 
students study weather like real scientists. (8) We would also have fun learning about the weather in our 
city of El paso.

Grade 3 Editing Item Example

73

What change should be made in sentence 2? 
F Change reason to reasons 
G Change should to shood
H Change our to your 
J Change measured to measure 

Editing items will be based on 
shorter text selections to support an 
overall reduced reading load for the 

reading assessment.
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Sample Grade 3 Short Constructed Response Task
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Short Answer Question

Based on paragraphs 7 –12, what can the reader tell about the relationship between Kwan and his grandmother? 
Support your answer with evidence from the story.

Enter your response in the box below.

Grade 3 Assessed TEKS:
7.B write a response to a literary or informational text that demonstrates an 
understanding of a text
7.C use text evidence to support an appropriate response
8.B explain the relationships between the major and minor characters

2-Point Tasks

Short constructed responses will be 
developed as 2-pt tasks using an 
item-specific rubric that specifies 
how student responses will be 
scored.
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Sample Grade 3 Item-Specific Rubric
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Score Point Description

2

• A full response will accurately answer that the relationship between Kwan and his grandmother (Halmoni) is a 
close, caring, and/or loving relationship. Kwan wants his grandmother to be happy and to make her proud. She 
cares about Kwan and his feelings.

• A full response includes at least one piece of supporting evidence from the text. The response may include, 
but is not limited to, the following evidence cited or paraphrased from the text:

o His grandmother’s wide smile showed how proud of him she would be for sharing this Korean custom. 
o Halmoni sensed that something was wrong. “Kwan, are you worried about tomorrow?” she asked. 
o Kwan’s grandmother shares with Kwan happy stories from her past. 

• Evidence is accurately used to support the response.
• The response and the evidence to support it are based on the text.

1
• A partial response may include one of the answers expected in the full response. However, the evidence 

included does not support the answer stated, comes from outside the source text, or no evidence is provided.
• A partial response may cite or paraphrase relevant text evidence, but the student does not include an accurate 

answer about the relationship between Kwan and his grandmother.  

0
• The response is incorrect. 
• The response is not passage based.
• No response is provided.
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Sample Grade 8 Short Constructed Response Task
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Short Answer Question

Explain the principal argument the author makes in the article. Your response must include evidence from the 
selection that clearly supports your answer.

Enter your response in the box below.

Grade 8 Assessed TEKS:
5.F make inferences and use evidence to support understanding
5.G evaluate details read to determine key ideas
8.E.i identifying the claim and analyzing the argument 
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Sample Grade 8 Item-Specific Rubric
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Score Point Description

2

• The primary argument, or claim, the author makes is that the conservation of different organisms is important 
because it will benefit humanity in the long run. A full response must include the claim.

• A full student response includes at least one piece of supporting evidence. The response may include but is 
not limited to the following supporting details from the passage:

o Biodiversity is important to everyone.
o Future medical discoveries may well depend on the survival of plant and animal species yet to be studied.
o In the long run, saving a bug or a shrub will be a benefit to all.

• The response is free of errors of fact and interpretation with regard to the text.
• All evidence presented comes from the source text.

1
• A partial response must include the primary argument made by the author of the source text. However, the 

evidence included either does not support the argument, comes from outside the source text, or no evidence 
is provided.

• A partial student response may mention one of the examples included in the full response, but the explanation 
for how that example supports the primary argument may be vague and/or unfocused. 

0
• The response is incorrect. 
• The response is not passage based.
• No response is provided.
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COVID-19
Senate Education Committee
Mike Morath – Commissioner of Education
November 13, 2020



Addressing COVID: Our Two Major Collective Challenges

Re-engineer the school experience so 
students reach high academic outcomes, 

with the same or better proficiency in 2021 
as they did pre-COVID-19.

Keep school safe in the time 
of COVID-19 by making 

operational adjustments.
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TEA Support During COVID Crisis
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Public Health Guidance Flexible school funding

Joint 
TEA/DSHS 
Case tracking

On-Campus Remote Hybrid

General Guidance
350+ pieces of guidance on 

TEA’s COVID page.

K-12 COVID-19 Testing Project 

TEA/TDEM/DSHS 
Deploy rapid COVID-
19 testing resources
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TEA Support During COVID Crisis
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Public Health 
Operational 
Guidebooks and 
Planning Exercises 

PPE Supports for all school systems

Public Health Campaign Meal Finder

56M – Masks
37K – Thermometers
590K gallons – Hand Sanitizer
724K – Face Shields

Remote Speech 
Therapy Tool
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Operation Connectivity

Over 3.2 M devices 
already purchased

Optional Beginning of Year 
(BOY) Assessment

Intersessional Calendar Support

Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun JulAug Sep Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul

Traditional Calendar Intersessional Calendar

TEA Support During COVID Crisis

Free Learning Management System

Supplemental 
Special Education 
Services
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TEA Support During COVID Crisis
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Remote Instruction Framework

Synchronous 
Instruction:

Asynchronous 
Instruction:
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TEA Support Thanks to Extensive Appropriations for Public Education



Because of continuing challenges due to COVID-19, 
TEA has added flexibility to summative assessment

8

SSI waiver

The Governor and Commissioner 
waived the grade promotion 

requirement related to STAAR testing 
for the upcoming 2020-21 school year

Extended testing windows

The STAAR online testing windows 
have been extended to up to five 
weeks to allow districts greater 

flexibility in scheduling

COVID RESPONSE

Accountability:  TEA is currently discussing options with APAC, ATAC, and other 
stakeholders on how A-F rating calculations can be adjusted for this year.
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Supporting Remote 
Instruction 

9
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Delivery of Operation Connectivity Bulk Purchases 

5,000 Laptops loading up for delivery to 
Aldine ISD

1 of 30 Hotspots Deployed by 
Etoile Academy, a Charter School 
with 144 Students who are 95% 

Eco Dis 

1 of 10,000 Op Con Hotspots 
Deployed by Houston ISD
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LEAs and TEA will have contributed nearly $900M since March to close the connectivity 
gap, but a gap still exists 

Estimated 1.6–1.9M of Texas' 5.5M 
students lack connectivity2

2.5M learning devices purchased, 
700K hotspots4

~61% of Texas students are 
categorized1 as “economically 

disadvantaged”

0.2

Units (MM)

0.3

0.7

1.7

Devices5

0.2

1.9

1.2

Hotspots

2.5
Students (MM)

1.6

Device gap

1.9

Internet gap

Purchased March - July 21st
TEA bulk order
Remaining gap

Project 10Million

LEAs and TEA will have spent $890M 
since March3 to close gap

258

$MM

632

890

Note: LEA spend on fixed internet solutions excluded from analysis as large majority of solutions reported did not provide internet access to students in their home; Update is as of 8/11/2020, numbers will continue to be finalized in coming days;  1. October 
2019 PEIMS submissions; 2. number of students lacking connectivity (device or high speed internet subscription) determined based on max between LEA submissions in June 2020 Operation Connectivity survey and American Community Survey census data; 
3. Spend between March – May reported through TEA reimbursement survey, spend  May 21 and July 21 reported by LEAs in TEA bulk order request  4. Still awaiting final confirmation on additional LEA orders  5. Although enough devices have been 
purchased in aggregate, individual LEAs could still have a gap

LEA spend March - July 21st
TEA bulk order
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Remote Instruction Requirements:  Asynchronous instruction 
involves far more self-guided student instruction
 Defined as a curricular experience where students engage in the learning materials 

on their own time, interacting intermittently with the teacher via the computer or 
other electronic devices or over the phone
 Must address the required curriculum per TEC, §28.002
 Eligible for all grades
 School grading policies for remote student work must be consistent with those used 

before COVID-19 for on campus assignments
 LEAs must submit a plan to TEA for approval to generate funding for asynchronous, 

although not necessarily before the start of school
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Remote Instruction Requirements:  Asynchronous can apply for those 
without Internet at home, but Internet at home is superior

 Generates full-day funding for each day “engaged”, which is any of these three: 
 Progress (as defined in the approved learning plan) in the Learning Management System (LMS) 

made that day
 Progress (as defined in the approved learning plan) from teacher/student interactions made that 

day
 Turn-in of assignment(s) that day

 Plans must address four key requirements:
 Instructional Schedule: Expectations for when and in what setting students are learning, loosely 

equivalent to an on-campus instructional day
 Material Design:  Curriculum must be designed for asynchronous student learning
 Student Progress: Daily student progress is defined and measured
 Implementation: The LEA must provide educators with support to provide remote instruction
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